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Great reviews and word-of-mouth helped make the hardcover edition of the title--a unique
celebration of African-American male fashion and style--a best-seller. Essence known as it "a
testament to the creative spirit of Black males . Professional advice rounds out the "background of
fabulous sartorial style" (Essence), showing readers how to accomplish the same appears on their
own. . filled up with striking photographs of Black legends and insightful essays about the traditional
context of their attire. That is a must-possess for Black men--and the women who like them. ." With
sleek photos and a host of superstar interviews, the special value hardcover edition captures the
elegance of Nat King Cole, comfort of Bill Cosby, hip-hop style of LL Cool J, and sex appeal of
Denzel Washington.
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Over the years I probably bought and shared over thirty copies of Males of Color with my sons,
my students, also my tailor. Great history in fashion and design for each era A must have for each
and every well dress Black Man! For the black man or males of color, clothes are a form of our
personal expression. The way we dress tells the globe who we are. Five Stars Great condition
Much less I expected It was a library book, from a goodwill store. When Clothes Do More Than
Cover The Body In Men of Color, Lloyd Boston has created a unique and incredible book, that
illustrates the annals, the art, the culture and the courage of African American men.This is more a
Fashion Reserve. For me, Men of Color is a source of knowledge, pride, joy, humor and motivation. I
give my praise and my because of Mr. He is normally a truly a scholar and a Man of Color. Boston.
I'm a Black Man who was amazed to see a publication that tells the accurate history of how black
guys have made an main effect on the fashsion sector. Perfectly done! Great background on
fashion and style for each era! History lovers and style lovers must need to read. Must read for
most fashion lovers and history fanatics. A+ picture taking and education on American style. A
MUST HAVE BOOOK What a great reserve. The photographs are simply unbelievable. You can find
pictures of celebrities, musicians. I purchased this one used. The books bring back memories of
those times. There is also a wwealth of information regarding the styles highlighted alongside
information about the person pictured. but the book is wonderful. After my last copy grew hip and
legs and disappeared, I had to go on-line and order a different one! This reserve dignafies AfricanAmerican men such a means that I have utilized it as a way to obtain encouragement for the young
men who attend the senior high school that I function for. That is a must have. The seller was very
prompt in shipping the book and I received it within several days. More expensive compared to the
price printed inside lapel, but the publication is wonderful. This book remains open on my table top.
It's also used as a reference for many things. Wish I possibly could get a fresh one to gift. sports
legends putting on fashions from the zoot suit period until modern day. So nice I needed it twice!
GREAT TABLE TOP I look at as an investment too. This is a well written book with great
photographs.
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